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Introduction 

The lesson has a resource titled ‘Why do people read for pleasure?’ 

Instructions 

In your exercise book, copy the header. Make sure that your handwriting is neat and legible. 

(I will be checking your Exercise book when you return to school). 

Practice Exercise 1 

Read through the following passage, and insert appropriate prepositions into the blanks. 

Copy the passage into your exercise book and write your answers in the spaces provided.. 

 I rested 1.______a time on the top of a hill. The road crossed a flat space 2._____ front of 

me and then ran down 3.______ a valley. I was so tired that I lay 4._____ and closed my 

eyes. 

5._____seven o’clock a sound woke me. It was the plane again.it flew 6.____ the hill 

7._____ narrow circles. Next minute it turned 8._____ me and I could see the pilot and 

another man. Both were looking 9.____me. And I felt sure that they had recognised me. 

Then the machine climbed and flew away 10.____ the east. 

I had to escape 11.______ this place immediately. My enemies would return and search the 

hill. They had seen my bicycle, of course, so I had to throw it 12._____. 

I left the road and pushed the bicycle 13.______ fifty metres. Then I noticed a hole full 

14.____ water and threw the bicycle 15. ____it. The day was warm and clear and I could 

see the road 16.____ the east and 17._____ the west. There was nothing       18. ____ it. 

But I was certain that my enemies would come19.____ that road. 

After a time I looked back 20.____ the valley 21.____ each side .My eyes are very good and 

I saw some men walking far apart. They were all coming 22____ the high ground. I ran 

23____, but did not get very far. There were more men in front, searching the next valley. ’I 

can’t get away 24____ here,” I thought. 

 

Prepositions are words that show that relationship between a noun and a pronoun and 

another by means of time (when e.g = at noon), place (where,= in the house), duration (how 

long= for an hour) and means (how= travelled by bus) 
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